Half of UofSC’s finalists for Woman of the Year are scholars
. . . . Carolina Scholars Leila Heidari and Priyanka Juneja, along with McNair Scholar Kathryn Kingsmore were named finalists for this prestigious award.
http://www.dailygamecock.com/article/2014/03/woman-of-the-year-meet-the-finalists

Two of three of UofSC’s Truman Scholar Finalists are McNair Scholars
. . . . Andrea Eggleston and Andrew Kovtun are both finalists for the Truman Scholarship this year, and will interview for this prestigious award.
https://www.sc.edu/ofsp/fellowship-news.shtml
Related – Highlight of Andrew Kovtun:
http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2014/03_truman_finalist_andrew_kovtun.php#.UzrVv4X3H0h

Matt Barragan is co-captain of UofSC’s concrete canoe team
. . . . “Matt” Bruce Barragan, a co-captain of the team, says the bridge may work great in the warehouse, but the reassembled piece cannot move more than an inch when put to the test. So that means the team will need to be extra mindful of tightening bolts as it rushes to assemble its bridge.
http://sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2014/03_engineering_students_build_concrete_canoe_for_competition.php#.Ux m_wYX8fQQ. See the images with this story, and Matt is shown in image 5.

Hamilton Scholar drives in winning runs for Gamecock baseball team
. . . . Bright stole second, putting runners on second and third for redshirt freshman Weber Pike who came into the game earlier for junior Elliott Caldwell. Stetson reliever Tyler Warmoth got ahead in the count, but Pike managed what turned out to be the game-winning single to score Pankake and Bright to give the Gamecocks a 4-2 lead. “I got down 0-2 pretty early and was just trying to fight it off at that point,” Pike said. “And it got over the shortstop’s head.”
http://www.dailygamecock.com/article/2014/03/baseball-rallies-to-earn-win-over-stetson

Carolina Scholar Alumni in the news again!
. . . . Chanda Cooper (Carolina Scholar 2007) of the Richland County Sustainability Office and Mary Nevins of Carolina Clear cook up a recipe of compost.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcBLC14mlSo